License Plate
Recognition
Leveraging technology to save
and improve lives

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

The amount of criminal activity in comparison to the
number of police officers is heavily skewed. Action
is quicker than reaction, and with officers not being
able to be everywhere at once, they are oftentimes
overburdened with providing the safety and security
of their community. Many crimes are linked to license
plates, but with so much activity happening at once, it’s
difficult to proactively run plates. Additionally, it takes
time and resources to run these plates against law
enforcement databases that indicate wanted vehicles.

IntelliSite’s SCaaSTM Solution for Intelligent
Transportation includes proprietary automated license
plate recognition (ALPR) software to enhance the
enforcement and investigative capabilities of police
departments and other agencies. ALPR is critical in
helping expedite the tedious and time-consuming
process of manually comparing vehicle license plates
with lists of stolen, wanted, and other vehicles of
interest.

Real-time ALPR Process
Automatically Captures Image of
Vehicle’s License Plate
Analyzes Image of Plate with Optical
Character Recognition Software

Compares Plate Number to Law
Enforcement Agencies’ Databases

Alerts Officer and Dispatcher within
Seconds
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KEY SOLUTION BENEFITS
Authorities Identify Suspects
in Minutes

Augments Police Monitoring
Capabilities

Significantly Reduces Crime
Rate

Multiple AI-enabled cameras
with centralized management
through IntelliSite’s
DeepInsightsTM dashboard.

Reduces Cost of Operation

IntelliSite’s Universal IoT
GatewayTM (UIG) enables
edge computing and wireless
connectivity

Improves Community
Perception

Use pattern matching to
detect people involved in
suspicious activities.

MAKING SMART
COMMUNITIES
AFFORDABLE

IntelliSite’s unique offer of “Smart Community as a Service” (SCaaS) enables cities and
municipalities to benefit from our technology with an affordable monthly fee. SCaaS
eliminates the initial capital expenditure and combines the cost of the all the solution
components:
• Edge compute UIGTM hardware
• HD cameras
• Our innovative IntelliSite software suite
• IoT sensors
• IntelliCareTM 24/7 remote agent monitoring
All-in-one simple price that’s only a few hundred dollars per month provides a very low
barrier to access cutting edge security technology powered by AI and IoT.
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